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Preface 
 
 
 
Writing a book about China’s New Silk Road, let alone one that elab-
orates on geopolitical aspects, is not an easy task, even more that es-
pecially Western news coverage on China tends to derive, unfortu-
nately, into a toxic ‘neo–Cold War’ logic, and even though China 
can’t hardly be compared to the challenge that the former Soviet Un-
ion would once pose to the Western world. If my assessment and 
evaluation of contemporary China and her emerging new international 
leadership, including as illustrated by her recent initiative associated 
with the New Silk Road, tends to be mostly positive and assertive, I 
am speaking as a scholar with 30 years of experience, teaching stu-
dents in international affairs from all over the world for almost 20 
years, in Geneva, one of the most cosmopolitan places in the world. 

The least I can say is that more we enter the 21st century, less will a 
classroom of students representing the world be likely to endorse the 
idea of uncontested Western leadership, let alone accept another Cold 
War posture on, let alone ‘zero–sum–game’ approach to, international 
affairs and contemporary great power rivalries. Notably, this view 
does not necessarily spring from non–Western students alone; it is 
also increasingly shared by students of Western origin, including in 
Europe, North America, and Oceania. At the beginning of the 21st 
century, Western elites, both at the level of government and private 
business, as well as in the framework of established international in-
stitutions, have largely failed to offer an increasingly integrated and 
dynamically transforming world society a viable vision and strategy 
for international peace, stability, and prosperity. Arguably, the new 
Chinese leadership has got such a vision and innovative geostrategic 
plan for the world, the center piece of which largely coincides with 
the New Silk Road. And if China requires international partners, in-
cluding from within the Western world, to join–in and contribute to 
the delivery of that plan, it will in turn be for the benefit of the entire 
planet. 
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Across the research process that has led to this publication, I have 
not been claiming any conflicts of interest, as I remain, as a scholar 
and researcher of international affairs, equipped with full–fledged 
institutional and financial independence. As a Swiss citizen endorsing 
the age–old merits of republican values, I do in turn feel some respon-
sibility to encourage the present and next generations to think careful-
ly and wisely about the potential benefits for humanity of such a vi-
sionary project like the New Silk Road. Already some 2000 years ago, 
and for over 1’500 years, the Ancient Silk Road had been once the 
main vehicle of globalization in terms of economic and cultural ex-
change among nations from South–East Asia to the British Islands, 
and before it eventually would be suspended because of the capture of 
Constantinople by the Ottoman Empire in 1453 AC and subsequent 
fall of Byzantine, the Christian–Orthodox ‘Eastern–Roman Empire’. 
Against this background, as a European and trained historian, I feel 
obliged also to recognize that without this historically standalone 
cross–civilizational heritage, at the core of which trans–continental 
connectivity always marked the engine of exchange and progress, the 
Western civilization itself would never have taken off. For instance, 
Europeans, who have been exposed to both the Middle East and Asia 
for thousands of years, including by the time of the (Western) Roman 
Empire, and thus long before Christopher Columbus would sail west-
ward across the Atlantic, are used to say in their respective languages 
that they ‘orient’ themselves, which implicitly means ‘looking east-
ward’. Ironically, we do not say in Europe that we do ‘occident’ our-
selves. Even 500 years before Christopher Columbus, and herewith 
500 years after the end of the Western Roman Empire, the world maps 
of the time, e.g., during the Christian Middle Ages, would show Jeru-
salem in the middle, Africa on the bottom, Europe on the upper left, 
and Asia on the upper right of those maps. The Western Hemisphere 
wasn’t yet known. And while the Mediterranean occupied an im-
portant segment situated in–between Europe, Africa, Byzantine, and 
the then Arab world of the (today) MENA region, the Atlantic was an 
almost unrecognizable ‘line’ on the utmost left end of the map. 
Meanwhile, parallel maps of about the same time as developed, e.g., 
by Arab geographers a thousand years ago, would show world maps 
that were structured accordingly, but which were occasionally shown 
upside down, meaning that Africa occupied the whole upper part of 
the map, while Asia was shown on the lower left side, and with Eu-
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rope situated on the lower right end: thus, about the segment where 
parts of South–East Asia, together with Australia and New Zealand 
are shown on contemporary world maps. 

In the realm of geopolitical analysis of international affairs, we of-
ten refer to long–term cycles and trends. Thus, while the Coronavirus 
seems to preoccupy hearts and minds at this moment in time, in the 
medium– and long–term, people will have seen many pandemics and 
other public health emergencies, as humanity has done so for thou-
sands of years. Intermediary challenges however never stopped hu-
mankind’s capacity to innovate and progress. At the present trajectory 
of history, it is important to note that large parts of the world, to pro-
gress, require substantial investments in physical infrastructure. This 
at least is the case when we put ourselves into the position of most 
low– and middle–income countries. Sure, they may also benefit from 
smartphones and ‘e–health’, including in times of ‘social distancing’; 
yet, they still also need roads, railways, ports, schools, hospitals, water 
supply and sanitation systems, as well as viable food production sys-
tems, to not only keep track with globalization, but also to effectively 
respond to the complex public health concerns of modern societies. 
As a matter of fact, at present, only China’s New Silk Road, more 
officially referred to as the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ (see also the 
introduction chapter), offers tangible solutions for these vital require-
ments for critical infrastructure across the world. And since it repre-
sents the first expressly ‘geopolitical’ initiative of modern China’s 
leadership, it is important to assess and comprehend the complex of 
geopolitical dimensions associated with the New Silk Road. Concrete-
ly, the present book potentially fills a research gap in that it deploys 
the geopolitical method of analysis and herewith also contributes val-
uable perspectives on contemporary international affairs more gener-
ally.  

I would like to first and foremost thank Aracne for accepting my 
manuscript for publication. I would also like to thank Webster Uni-
versity for having provided me with a research grant, as adjunct pro-
fessor for international security at their international relations depart-
ment of Webster University in Geneva. This grant enabled me to con-
duct a study trip to China in Fall 2018, in the context of which I held a 
lecture at an international conference on the New Silk Road at Zheng-
zhou, met with experts at distinguished training institutes and think 
tanks, including Renmin University in Beijing and the Shanghai Insti-
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tute of International Studies (SIIS), and visited several public agencies 
and private businesses in Shanghai. In this context, I would like to 
express my special thanks also to Dominique Jolly from Webster Uni-
versity in Geneva for his valuable insight into contemporary Chinese 
business affairs and for having accepted me to participate in a one–
week study trip to Shanghai, which was a real eye–opener regarding 
modern China. I owe also a warm thank to Wallace Cheng for his 
kindness and availability to help me register at the conference in 
Zhengzhou, to put me into touch with Renmin University and the SI-
IS, and whose wisdom helped me understand a lot about Asian values. 
I would also like to thank Gyula Csurgai, Heikki Mattila, and Paul 
Friedrich Reichmann, for their valuable insight from the perspectives 
of geopolitics, international affairs, economics, and Asia area studies. 
Finally, a great thank goes to Austin Chehrazi and Daniil Atroshchen-
ko for their most precious assistance in prove–reading and formatting 
the final manuscript. 
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Introduction and Framework Chapter:  
Containing Chinese Economic Efficacy 
 or Transcending American Militarism? 

 
 
 
The global outbreak of the Covid–19 pandemic in 2020 has tended to 
divert international public attention from the (new) speculative finan-
cial bubble that has been growing with breathtaking speed across the 
past decade, and that this new financial bubble was eventually fore-
casted to collapse by 2020. While back in 2019, this arguably repre-
sented one of the top issues of concern in world affairs, at least among 
informed circles, it is absolutely incomprehensible that it has almost 
evaporated from both political and media attention as the pandemic 
would spread. In any event, the ever more shaky state of the interna-
tional financial system poses at least as much of an ‘existential threat’ 
to humanity than this ‘novel corona’ virus. In fact, up to present, the 
international community hasn’t been in a position to offer any tangible 
solution or divert otherwise from the risks stemming from the cumula-
tive side–effects of speculative financial markets, protracted economic 
recession and fiscal crisis, as well as the exploding debts accumulat-
ing in both the private and public sectors, especially in Western econ-
omies. Moreover, the pandemic has also tended to draw attention from 
two other features of international affairs, which are related to each 
other, partially coincide with the above–mentioned systemic financial 
problem, and that otherwise constitute one of the most explosive geo-
political cocktails of the present time — a situation which might erupt 
into a civil war in the US or even a ‘3rd World War’. 

Firstly, the world has been witnessing an unprecedented case in the 
history of the United States of America (USA) whereas a democrati-
cally elected President, in this case Donald Trump, has been facing a 
technically ‘permanent impeachment’ since his very election back in 
2016. Notably, among the political actors who have been implied in 
this 4–years–long coup d’état again Donald Trump figure the former 
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President from the Democratic Party, Barak Obama, as well as his 
former Secretary of State and former presidential candidate (2016) of 
the Democratic Party, Hillary Clinton, along a broader network of 
actors within the US political establishment, including from the Re-
publican Party, associated with Wall Street, the Military–Industrial 
Complex (MIC); or: what is occasionally referred to as the ‘deep 
state’. 

Secondly, the very same neo–conservative national security advi-
sorship in the Pentagon and the White House who have also been co-
ordinating the above–mentioned de facto ‘domestic political war’ on 
the US President did actually (ab–)use the two former Presidential 
Administrations, including the previous one under George Walker 
Bush from the Republican Party, as vehicles to embark America, after 
9/11, on an unprecedented ‘perpetualized warfare’ course, abroad and 
on the homefront, and whose strategy of a so–called ‘Global War on 
Terror’ (GWOT) has been based, from the beginning, on a fundamen-
tally flawed definition and notion of ‘terrorism’. In fact, in contrast to 
what has hitherto been officially claimed by government statements, 
published materials and news reports disseminated by the mainstream 
press over the past two decades, this strategy did not so much target 
political Islam, but essentially aimed at waging a de facto ‘Cold War 
II’ (or hot economic and information war) against Russia, China, and 
their international allies — in an attempt to rescue what might be 
called a “dying imperial system”1, namely the hegemonic ‘Anglo–
American Empire’ that has been raining over the world for the past 
two centuries. 

After all, this historically unprecedented political assault on the 
President of the USA largely coincided with his explicit refusal, since 
his presidential campaign back in 2016, to join this ‘Cold War II’ po-
litical rationale and attitude raining at Washington DC. Thus, already 
four years ago, Trump tried to counter and even reverse these hawkish 
war–prone tendencies in key parts of the US government and military, 
and to eventually return to politically and economically ‘normalized’ 
relations with Moscow and Beijing. Yet, against the background of 
the intra–state battle that would hitherto be waged by the war–prone 

	

1 Harley Schlanger: “Kriegstreiberei der Neocons gegen Trumps Chinapolitik”, Neue Sol-
idarität, 45. Jahrgang, no. 48, 29 November 2018. 
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‘old establishment’ against the President, Trump has been coming 
under increasing pressure and eventually had to adjust his priorities 
over the course of his first term of Administration. Thus, while he 
originally intended to return to ‘business’ with — rather than waging 
war on — Russians and Chinese, Trump seems to have been pushed 
to give in to the perversely militaristic tendencies that have been dom-
inating the US’ federal state bureaucracy for at least two decades in a 
row, and against the background of the fact that America spends al-
most half of what the entire planet spends on the military, with the 
second highest spender, China (with a population of more than 4 times 
the US) allocating a third in comparison to the USA. 

 

 
 

Graph 0.1. Distribution of world military expenditures, 20182. 
 

To further illustrate the disproportionate levels by which the USA’s 
overall state has been militarized: The territorially largest country, 
Russia, spends less on defense than the USA spends on its peniten-
tiary systems ($80 billion) and who administers the largest prisoner 
population in the world (2 million). The point is that already by the 

	

2 Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI). Data do not necessarily con-
sider all the extra–budgetary allocations spent on current wars, especially in the case of the 
USA. 
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turn to the 21st century, this increasingly militaristic Anglo–American 
‘empire’, whose two geopolitical epicenters culminate in Washington 
DC and London, have been projecting what is called ‘Another Ameri-
can Century’, namely, to maintain the USA the dominant superpower 
in world affairs. Notably, if China, next to Russia, has (re–)emerged 
as the single most serious challenger to that very end, nothing is more 
likely to turn the tides of global power distribution across the 21st 
Century than China’s New Silk Road (NSR) — or: New Silk Roads 
(plural). It re–launches the Ancient Silk Road(s) that had already ex-
isted 2’000 years ago, connecting Asia with the Mediterranean and 
Europe; short: with the then Roman Empire (as illustrated on the map 
below): 

 

 
 

Map 0.1 Ancient Silk Road by the time of the Chinese Han Dynasty3. 
 
Next to the term ‘New Silk Road’ (NSR), which is a more popular 

notion referred to in the literature, the official term used by the Chi-
nese government is the Belt & Road Initiative (BRI). For this book, 
the two terms (NSR/BRI) are being used interchangeably. As the term 
Belt and Road (Initiative) indicates, thus reflecting the plural used 
within both the Ancient and New Silk Roads, they both consist of two 
tracks or ‘routes’, namely a complex of continental Silkroad (also 
called ‘economic belt’) as well as a maritime Silkroad (as shown on 
the map below). 
	

3 China Sage, “The Silk Road”, https://www.chinasage.info/silkroad.htm.  
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Map 0.2. Continental Silkroad (Economic Belt) and Maritime Silkroad4. 
 

It is the essential purpose of the present analysis to highlight that 
China’s BRI is not only of top–strategic priority to the new leadership 
in Beijing, and that it represents an inherently geopolitical initiative; 
the New Silk Road actually lays at the heart of the evolving global 
power contest between China and the USA, in the context of which 
the economic — if not political — gravitation centers of world affairs 
are likely to move from the Atlantic (back) to Asia by the mid–21st 
century, and with Russia playing a pivotal role in the redistribution of 
regional and global power. 

This pivotal role played by Russia is related to her nuclear power 
balance with the USA along her specific political geography and dis-
tinct position as the world’s most important continental power as well 
as territorially largest and resource–richest country in the world, situ-
ated at a top–sensitive crossroad of world affairs, linking Europe and 
Asia, and thus within the largest and most populated continent on 
earth, Eurasia5. In this particular context, Russia’s recent geostrategic 
pivot to Asia that is likely to facilitate a global power shift from 
Washington DC to Beijing, has actually been nurtured to the extent 
that the West’s diplomatic and economic ties with Moscow have been 

	

4 D.W.: “China's New Silk Road faces resistance from India, partners”, https://www.dw. 
com/en/chinas-new-silk-road-faces-resistance-from-india-partners/a-44056399.  

5 Alexandre Lambert: “Politische Geographie: Fallstudie Russland”, https://stephanos 
senkopp.com/2020/08/02/politische-geographie-fallstudie-russland.  
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degenerating across the past two decades. This would in turn force 
Moscow to review Russia’s foreign policy priorities, herewith turning 
geo–economically and increasingly also geopolitically to Asia and 
enhancing strategic collaboration especially with China. 

The evolving Sino–Russian strategic collaboration, thus between 
the territorially biggest country on earth (Russia) and the demograph-
ically largest country in the world (China), and which also figure 
among the top nuclear military powers, together with the fact that they 
not only occupy a dominant space in Eurasia but have also a long 
common border therein, means that the Eurasia’s political geography 
is undergoing profound changes. Moreover, this process is likely to 
put continental powers back into the center core of world affairs and 
given that China’s BRI is about to ‘reformat’ the territorial and spatial 
realities on earth’ largest continent. In other words, world affairs cur-
rently experience a prominent ‘return of geography’ as well as a ‘re-
set of the historical time clock’, as signified in the subtitle of this 
book. 

Interestingly, this mega–trend that is already marking the 21st cen-
tury stands in some contrast to the standard international representa-
tion of ‘superiority’, if not ‘exclusivity’ by Western elites since the 
end of the Cold War, based on the perception that the Western culture 
along its economic and political ‘model’ might be the end–stage of 
human civilizational development and that accordingly, all other civi-
lizations around the world, including in Asia and even Africa, will 
eventually aim at imitating the West, whose most recent historical 
representation culminated in the so–called ‘American dream’ and way 
of life — perceived or real. In other words, building from the experi-
ence of the collapse of the former Soviet Union and subsequent trend 
in international affairs that most of the formerly ‘communist’ coun-
tries would hitherto turn to the so–called ‘liberal–democratic’ polity, a 
wide–ranging believe prevails among Western elites that the associat-
ed ‘democratic transition’ will also happen in China, and that the 
‘Middle Kingdom’ will sooner or later ‘join the Western club’ accord-
ingly. 

Thus, for the past three decades, Western elites would ‘dream’ 
about the possible ‘end of history’, as proclaimed by Francis Fukuya-
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ma one year after the end of the Cold War (1992)6. However, both 
America and Europe seem to have largely omitted the circumstance 
that especially Asia is not simply following suit to the Western para-
digm, let alone its leadership model, and that Asians increasingly as-
sert themselves regarding their own values, traditions, and institutions. 
Seen in this perspective, China’s rise may anticipate what is coming 
after her own rise and which has been referred to as the ‘rise of the 
rest’, namely of the non–Western, let alone developing world, in Asia 
and beyond7. Thus, not only other Asian key developing countries like 
India, which is projected to side–line China demographically during 
the 21st century8, but the entire developing world, including Sub–
Saharan Africa9 are likely to ascend along China’s rise and the extent 
to which the New Silk Road is put in place, which also implies that 
they may all end up following a different model rather than simply 
applying the Western recipe. 

In fact, via the BRI, China — where, in contrast to the situation in 
most Western countries, the state remains at the core of economic 
statecraft and financial leadership — is about to turn the tides of world 
political geography and therewith inversing the three–decades–old 
believe projected by Western elites about a possible end of history. 
The economic essence of this Western believe has been the perception 
of superiority of their predominant model of ‘free–market capitalism’, 
accompanied by private sector leadership, that this economic model is 
of almost uncontested universal validity and that all emerging econo-
mies will quasi automatically adopt it over time. The truth is that the 
Western model has been shaped conceptually by Anglo–American 
think tanks and in any event, there is nothing like a coherent Western 
representation, let alone ‘model’ of economic statecraft. Moreover, 

	

6 Francis Fukuyama: “The End of History and the Last Man”, New York Macmillan (The 
Free Press), 1992. Fukuyama was a former deputy director of the U.S. State Department’s 
Policy Planning Staff and later resident consultant at the RAND Corporation in Washington, 
DC. Already in Summer 1989 (the year of the Fall of the Berlin Wall), he published an article 
in The National Interest with the title ‘End of History?’. 

7 Kishore Mahbubani: “The folly of East versus West, and the rise of ‘The Rest’”, Asia 
Times, 17 June 2018, https://asiatimes.com/2018/06/the-continuing-folly-of-east-versus-west.  

8 According to the United National Population Fund, India may grow to 1.8 billion inhab-
itants until the end of this century. 

9 According to the United Nations Population Fund, Africa’s demography will literally 
explode in the 21st century and eventually reach a peak of up to 4 billion until 2100. 
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since the end of the Cold War, the Anglo–American model tended to 
coincide with ‘neo–liberalism’, initiated back in the 1980s, when then 
US president Ronald Reagan and British Prime Minister Margret 
Thatcher decided to liberalize financial markets — a process that has 
fueled an unprecedented market concentration process in almost all 
economic sectors and therewith helped undermine — rather than pro-
mote — free market competition. Be it as it may, if across the world, 
neo–liberalism was occasionally nicknamed ‘market fundamentalism’, 
it means that Western financial elites have hitherto been waging a 
literate ‘war’ on the welfare state and redistributive (social) justice, 
short: what is otherwise called ‘social democracy’. For instance, in the 
case of the US, the systemic assault of financial elites on social and 
public services, a process that has led to a large–scale privatization 
and ‘outsourcing’ of government and public services, has resulted in a 
situation whereas, despite constant economic growth, the middle 
class’ income has been stagnating since the 1980s, and that according-
ly, there has been an increasing socio–economic polarization between 
‘haves and have–nots’, which in other terms means a massive redistri-
bution of wealth towards the rich. 

What is more, the post–Cold War preeminence and world–wide 
spread of the neo–liberal economic and financial system implicitly 
reflects the geostrategic interests of Anglo–American world hegemony 
of the North–Atlantic (Britain and the USA) in international affairs, 
along their geo–financial representation as projected from the two 
international lead centers of the ‘London City’ and ‘Wall Street’ in 
New York City. In fact, the two subsequent North–Atlantic world su-
perpower hegemons — first the British Empire during the 19th centu-
ry, and then the USA during the 20th century — have been playing the 
above–mentioned geopolitical game over Eurasia not only against its 
territorial and demographic giants, Russia and China; they always 
aimed, first and foremost, at containing the main European competing 
powers, especially Germany, and thus the geo–economic core of the 
European Union (EU). 

Largely omitted within the international public, the associated in-
tra–Western power play in Europe has been a decades–old reality 
within what has been coined since the end of the Cold War as the 
‘Euro–Atlantic community’, namely the joint group of countries en-
compassed by both the EU and the North–Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (NATO), both headquartered in Brussels, Belgium. Thus, in or-
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der to better understand the geopolitics of Western Europe, it is im-
portant to stress that up to present, the EU hasn’t been in a position 
to develop any effective defense policy of her own, as it largely re-
mains dependent on military assets provided by NATO. Thus, while 
the North–Atlantic Alliance keeps being the quasi exclusive military 
security provider from Lisbon to Warsaw; as its very name (‘North–
Atlantic’) suggests, it is essentially an arrangement set–up by the 
Atlantic (sea–10) powers, rather than any other group of countries 
situated in continental Europe such as France or even Germany, and 
since they technically represent ‘protectorates’ within the post–
WWII political order imposed by Anglo–American powers on West-
ern Europe. As a matter of fact, France’s foreign policy vector is 
traditionally oriented towards the Mediterranean, and Germany, 
Western Europe’s main continental power, her own strategic inter-
ests were mainly oriented towards Eastern Europe. Consequently, 
NATO wasn’t just put in place by the Atlantic powers to counter and 
push back Eurasia’s main competing power, the (former) Soviet Un-
ion, thus in Europe during the Cold War; more precisely so, it was 
historically designed also to hold down Germany, a country which 
by the turn to the 20th century had emerged as the most serious eco-
nomic and technological contender of Anglo–American power, all 
the more that until the end of World War I (WWI), the then German 
Empire was flanked by the Austrian–Hungarian Empire and Otto-
man Empire, which constituted an impressive middle European 
power bloc reaching deep into the Middle East, and before even 
considering Russia or the later Soviet Union. As a matter of fact, 
Anglo–American Powers would respond, after WWI and the Peace 
Treaty of Versailles, with imposing the dissolution of not only the 
Austrian–Hungarian but also Ottoman Empires, which were allied 
during the war; after WWII, they also agreed with the Soviets to 
eliminate Prussia and divide the remaining rest–Germany, herewith 
considerably reducing its power base, and in a view to take direct 

	

10 In fact, a basic split or distinction of military power into land and sea power is outdat-
ed, since it implicitly refers to technological conditions of the 19th century, when the armed 
forces were composed of just land forces (army) and sea forces (navy). At the beginning of 
the 20th century, air forces were added, and after WWII, the emergence of nuclear weapons, 
but also space forces, and finally even cyber forces, implied that contemporary military pow-
er plays occur in at least 6 dimensions and theatres accordingly.  
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economic control and strategic direction of the most important mid-
dle European heartlands. And no one else than the first secretary 
general of NATO, Lord Hastings Ismay, would bring these essentials 
about Europe’s geopolitical chessboard — and seen from the Atlan-
tic — to the point when pronouncing a popular pledge regarding the 
very rationale of NATO’s creation in 1949, namely to ‘to keep the 
Soviet Union out (from middle Europe), the Americans in (especially 
Western Europe), and the Germans down (inside Europe)’. 

Even in the present geoeconomic context in Western Europe, the 
intra–Western game for hegemony endures and actually tends to 
become more severe. From the point of view of Britain, nothing else 
than the ‘Brexit’ illustrates it better. This must also be considered 
against the historical background that London, and according to 
standard British geopolitical representation, never really felt being 
part of a joint, let alone integrated ‘European family’, and conse-
quently, the United Kingdom (UK) never joined the EU as a full 
member state (for instance, the UK isn’t part of the EU’s Schengen 
zone), and since the Brits would never have accepted to give up the 
British pound in favor of the Euro and join the euro–zone according-
ly. Germany, however, would give up the once very strong 
‘Deutsch–Mark’ und join the euro–zone, which implies that Brussels 
hitherto has got a last say on financial and monetary policy adopted 
at Berlin, entailing that Europe’s strongest economy de facto loses 
sovereign control over its national financial and monetary policy. 

Looking then from America, thus from the other side of the At-
lantic, this intra–Western–, if not intra–European (e.g. inside 
NATO), power play, largely coincides with a new and refreshing 
wind of ‘protectionism’ blowing across the Atlantic, culminating in 
president Trump’s vision to ‘make America great again’. Conse-
quently, along the British line of ‘dealing with Europe’ as outlined 
above, this Anglo–American and trans–Atlantic alliance speaks leg-
ends about truly age–old intra–Western great power rivalries and 
geoeconomic competition, especially with Germany, but also France 
and Italy, the second most advanced industrialized nations in Eu-
rope. The least that may be distilled from this is the age–old strategic 
wisdom that ‘allies’ aren’t really meant to be ‘friends’, and that it is 
more likely to turn historical ‘enemies’ (e.g. Germany) into pragmat-
ic allies, provided that related arrangements may serve the purpose 
of even another old wisdom of Realpolitik, stating ‘the enemy of my 


